
Even as two-factor authentication (2FA) is recognized as a stronger security 
standard than just a username and password, 2FA is not widely adopted for access 
to web and mobile apps, even financial apps. When usernames and passwords 
are recycled across multiple apps, a single data breach can place users and other 
organizations at risk for unauthorized access, especially when a data breach 
remains undetected.

The Current State of Authentication

Introducing Secure Private Login

Secure Private Login (SPL) from Civic allows our Members to login to our Partner web and mobile apps 
without a username or password.  By leveraging the blockchain in our architecture, Civic Secure Private 
Login feature offers multi-factor authentication with a verified identity, and no username and password.

With Secure Private Login, Civic Members first request access to our Partner web and mobile apps via 
the Civic mobile app, such as scanning a QR code on a website. The Civic mobile app then validates the 

identity of the Civic Member requesting access through facial recognition or other biometrics. Lastly, 
the Civic app sends unique, encrypted credentials for the Civic Member to gain access to the web or 

mobile app via authentication on the blockchain.

SECURE PRIVATE LOGIN
Moving Beyond Two-Factor Authentication
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Real-Time Alerts 
Generated whenever a Civic Member’s personally identifiable information (PII) is used within our Partner network. 
Civic Partners also use our proprietary solution to verify Civic Member identities, securely create accounts, provide 
multi-factor authentication  for web and mobile applications, and request  approval before using Member PII.

24x7 Fraud Support Hotline 
U.S. based identity theft support agents to assist with proactive advice on recovering from identity fraud. 
In the event of actual fraud, a dedicated investigator will be assigned to the Member to guide them 
through the recovery process.

Credit Bureau Monitoring
Provides our Members with notifications whenever a new record appears on their credit report. Civic 
Members can reach out to our 24x7 fraud support when they receive a notification indicating possible fraud.

$1M Identity Fraud Insurance
Free for life to Civic Members, and covers personal costs and legal fees to recover from a case of identity 
fraud with no Member deductible.

Secure Private Login is a far better user experience than legacy 2FA and does 
not require users to create and memorize multiple usernames and strong 
passwords. Since passwords are no longer required with SPL, password 
vulnerabilities such as email hijacking and resets are eliminated.  

Secure Private Login provides greater privacy with the use of the blockchain.  
Unlike OAuth and OpenID, Civic is not in the middle of the identity data 
transaction between our Members and Partners, hence greater privacy for our 
Members and Partners. Civic’s architecture with the blockchain is capable of 
providing true anonymity to users when desired by the app.

Absolute Privacy with Next Generation Security

Civic’s Core Product Offerings 
Civic can provide our services free for life to our Members since we generate revenue from our Partners.

Simplified Authentication
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